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BRANDING

T H E HEA RT O F YO UR
B RA ND
The most successful brands are instantly recognisable
to their audiences. Comforting, reliable, exciting,
provocative - a winning brand demands an emotional
reaction.
Your branding is what sets you apart, sends the
message about who you are and what you do and cuts
through the noise.
Who are you? What do you stand for? This is the stuff
you need to know to reach out and connect. A brand
is more than your logo, it’s more than the colours you
use. It runs deep throughout your business.
A brand does more than reflect who you are, it lives
and breathes your values, ethos and vision.
At Giant Peach we get to the core of your business
and show it to the world. We’ve got everyone here
you need to dig deep and encapsulate an authentic
and meaningful representation of your business. We
deliver a comprehensive brand proposition - design,
tone of voice, social, content, logo, user journey everything you need to take your brand to the
next level.

I Pet Sit
‘I Pet Sit’, is a luxury pet care service. They believe in
providing the highest standard of tailored care based
around a mutually shared ethos of putting animals at
the centre of everything they do.
We took their existing brand and upscaled to reflect
the luxury service and pride they take in their business,
elevating them above competitors and communicating
their values clearly to the right audience for them.
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D R Newitt
Recruitment specialists D R Newitt came to us with the same
brand they’d founded with 15 years ago. The dated visuals
and website weren’t accurately reflecting their dynamic and
contemporary approach and they needed a refresh.
The key focus behind the rebrand was to reposition them as
a modern agency, building professional partnerships with a
personal service. With a new site, visuals and a beautifully-shot
video, we helped D R Newitt breathe new life into their brand
and service.
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Above All
Formerly known as ‘C6n’, we rebranded and renamed a
client bringing a truly revolutionary and holistic approach
to construction through modular and adaptable structures.
Above All holds dual connotations: the reflection of an
industry of innovation and elevation, but also a reminder
of the bigger picture - the environmental impact of reusable
structures. We also developed graphics to provide them
with a distinctive asset, reflecting their nature of providing
infinite flexibility and limitless possibility.

Paythru
Paythru provide mobile payment solutions that make complex
transactions simple and seamless. Our original brief was to update
their online image to bring them more in line with market leaders.
Knowing their values and mission to make life easier for their
customers, we also chose to refine their logo to complement the
new brand aesthetics and provide them with a more modern and
contemporary presence.
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Dia-Stron
A leading manufacturer of fibre testing instrumentation,
Dia-Stron were self aware that their existing logo had not
stood up against the test of time and didn’t portray them
as the leading, forward thinking company in their industry.
Through a very collaborative process we refined the brand
to enhance Dia-Stron’s perception more competitively
against their competitors.
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Longford Estates
Longford Estate is a rural Estate enterprise, owned by the
Pleydell-Bouverie family. They were looking for a brand that
represented them as a dedicated and progressive family
business - quality, quirky, innovative and unique.
We put together a beautifully representative brand package,
encompassing a new family crest-style logo to tie the old
with the new, an engaging, intuitive website showcasing the
passion of the people that work at Longford and a portfolio
of incredible, vibrant photography to communicate the
provenance and quality Longford embodies.

We’ll take you
from where you are.

Discover

Process for Progress
When you come to us with a brand in need of TLC, we
get to work listening and digging and discovering your
story. To truly represent you, to get your brand living
and breathing your ethos and communicating effectively
to those that need to hear your message, we take time
to understand your values and objectives, research your
industry and deliver a brand that’s ready to take you to
the next level.
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...and guide you to
where you want to be.

Agility in Mind
Agility in Mind is a service-led training and consultancy, solid in
output and reputation but missing the wow factor in their branding.
We examined the perception and industry position, values,
competition and differentiators and redefined the brand in line
with their unique offering. We identified that Agility in Mind could
occupy a new space as a thought leader, as opposed to a service-led
angle and, with the new branding, encouraged the perception that
Agility in Mind is an established, trusted force in the training and
coaching market.

Doozy
Doozy design, build and replenish unmanned cafes
and refreshment areas, offering a space away from the
everyday. Each environment created is unique from the
previous, using reclaimed wood and recycled material.
They’re designed to leave a lasting impression.
The products stored and sold within the cafes focus on
healthier alternatives helping to unify their brand ethics.
We created a logo that reflects these same principles of
being fun, alternative, healthy and eco friendly.

Cantina El Burrito
Cantina El Burrito sell Mexican street food and have
a reputation for providing fresh and flavoursome food.
They have multiple locations and their customers love
them for their incredible food and service.
The identity and photography we created was inspired
and designed to reflect the vibrant nature and culture
associated with Mexican food. The brand bursts with
colour and playful energy, encapsulating the Latin spirit
and bringing the Mexican vibe to food markets across the
UK. The photography we shot for them encapsulated this
vitality and projects that message with even more clarity.

We get to the core of your business
and show it to the world.

We begin with the creation of key
messages that resonate with your
brand. Your vision, your aims
and your requirements embodied
within your brand message.

Brand Strategy & Development • Brand Creation • Graphic Design
Information Architecture (IA) • Digital Strategy • E-commerce
User Experience (UX) • User Interface Design (UI) • Responsive Web
App Design • Web & Mobile Apps • Video Animation & Motion Graphics
Photography • SEO • Social Media • Analytics • Trend Spotting
If you know anyone that is looking to dramatically improve their digital marketing,
please introduce us. We’d love to have a coffee with them to see how we can help!
#LifeChangingDigital

giantpeach.agency

